
DL-18



WEATHER FORECAST
& PICTURE-IN-PICTURE

Featuring picture-in-picture and weather watch, 
the DL-18 keeps you safe and on track in real time.

•  Each Video Tab (4) can have a distinct PIP
•  Automatic Backup Camera
•  Camera Flipping •  Camera Flipping 

1080p HD VIDEO
LOW LATENCY

See in real time with low latency high-definition 
guidance. It’s like looking with the naked eye.  
 

•  4X BNC Inputs for HD-TVI
•  AHD & CVI cameras supported
•  Low Latency Video Processing
•  Crystal Clear Video



ULTRA RESPONSIVE
TOUCH

Work more efficiently than ever with the DL-18’s 
superior processing power, faster boot times, and 
more responsive touchscreen.

•  Capacitive Touch
•  Lightweight HD displays•  Lightweight HD displays

BACKWARDS 
COMPATIBLE

Designed for easy upgrades, enjoy a seamless 
plug and play upgrade from the CVO-312/DL-12. 
The DL-18 can also be configured for backward 
compatibility with SM-5 systems. 

•  SM-5 Compatible•  SM-5 Compatible
•  Drop-in upgrade for CVO-312 / DL-12
•  Same form factor as CVO-312 / DL-12

Your favorite Video Overlay, fully loaded with the power of Data Logging

Featuring:

HD Video Overlay with Crosshair

Advanced System Diagnostics

Real-Time Monitoring

Control of Peripheral Functions

Simple Configuration

Integrated Data LoggingIntegrated Data Logging

On-the-Job Reporting

Monitor Fleet Progress

Automatic Reporting



HD Video Overlay and Crosshair Generator

The HDVO-318 Glass Cockpit system is capable of 
high-definition video guidance with low latency. Striping 
truck drivers can customize guidance crosshairs, view 
multiple camera feeds, and display key operating 
information over real-time video. The integration of video 
and data simplifies driver responsibilities and promotes 
safer driving. 

Connect a Glass Cockpit to the vehicle’s reverse signal and a Connect a Glass Cockpit to the vehicle’s reverse signal and a 
rear-view camera to have automatic backup video, creating 
an even safer experience. The HDVO-318 offers 
picture-in-picture for continuous rear camera display.

    Advanced System Diagnostics

The Glass Cockpit includes a set of diagnostic tools that 
help minimize downtime by getting to the root of 
potential issues quickly.

Every Skip-Line® Control System and Glass Cockpit Every Skip-Line® Control System and Glass Cockpit 
peripheral device provides diagnostic feedback.  
Monitor device current, switch health, J-Type 
thermocouples, and 4-20mA signals using Glass Cockpit 
diagnostics.

The Glass Cockpit is even capable of recording all The Glass Cockpit is even capable of recording all 
network traffic—allowing Skip-Line technicians to 
observe system conditions and provide precise 
troubleshooting tips remotely.



Simple Configuration

The Glass Cockpit is highly customizable and easy to 
configure.  Simply place relevant control, monitoring, or 
assistance widgets on nearly any tab.

Since every striping operation is unique, the crew can 
place whichever metrics and controls they deem most 
important right on the video feed.

Operators can easily build and save parameters for a Operators can easily build and save parameters for a 
quick system setup.  With a few touches of the screen, 
an operator can bring the entire vehicle to operating 
temperatures and pressures—which gets them on the 
job faster.

Control Peripheral Functions

Real-Time Monitoring

Monitor vehicle speed, application rates, temperatures, 
pressures, and material usage with widgets overlaid on 
camera feeds or a custom monitoring tab.  

Keep an eye on mil thickness, bead tank levels, or other 
key operating information with a glance.  Mix and match 
the monitoring items that are most important on any 
tab.



On-The-Job Reporting

Print a job summary, including material usage and 
application rate data, directly from the vehicle with the 
Current Activity report option. If more specific 
information is needed, use the onboard report 
generator to build custom reports right from the truck.

•  Custom Reports
•  Job & Crew Information
•  Application Rates•  Application Rates
•  Total Material Usage
•  Material Temperatures & Pressures
•  Vehicle Positioning & Speed
•  Environmental Conditions

Integrated Data Logging

Data Loggers are essential tools for state agencies, local 
municipalities, and private contractors looking to reduce material 
waste and costly application mistakes. The Integrated Data Logging 
feature was designed to be unobtrusive by working in harmony 
with the striping operation. The Integrated Data Logger runs on the 
Glass Cockpit interface. 

•  Improved Efficiency
•  Tamper-Proof Data Security•  Tamper-Proof Data Security
•  Quick Job List Sorting
•  GPS
•  Built-In WiFi (for automatic data uploads)



Automatic Reporting

Completely automate the reporting process with 
automatic data uploads and scheduled reports delivered 
directly to an email inbox or FTP server. Reports export 
to PDF, Excel, Shapefile, and other native GIS formats.

Monitor Fleet Progress

Generate custom reports by selecting the metrics that 
are most important to your striping operation. Select 
multiple trucks for fleet-wide reports. When a report is 
generated, each segment is automatically mapped on 
an interactive overview.

•  Export to XLS, PDF, SHP, CSV, KML Formats
•  Create Sub-Users
•  Create Public Truck Positioning Feed•  Create Public Truck Positioning Feed
•  Report on Wide Variety of Metrics
•  Click Report Rows to Highlight on Map



DESCRIPTIONFEATURE PACKAGE

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION Annual hosting

FULL-SIZE PRINTER Full-Size mobile USB printer

DL-18 DATA LOGGING
WIFI TRANSMISSION

Full-spec data logging with reporting
Automatic data transport

Glass Cockpit Custom Signal Inputs
4 optically isolated digital signal inputs
8 optically isolated digital signal inputs
16 optically isolated digital signal inputs

CUSTOM INPUTS
CANLG-OPTO4
CANLG-OPTO8
CANLG-OPTO16

Glass Cockpit Pressure Control
Combo 2-input, 2-output 4-20mA unit

PRESSURE CONTROL 
CANLG-IN2-OUT2

Glass Cockpit Temperature Control
4 J-Type thermocouple inputs per unit

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CANLG-TC4

Glass Cockpit Custom Linear Actuators
8 -channel (4 bi-directional loads) per unit
16-channel (8 bi-directional loads) per unit

CUSTOM CONTROL
CDRV-HB8
CDRV-HB16

Glass Cockpit Bead Rate Controller
2-channel 4-20mA analog input unit

discrete switching outputs

BEAD RATE CONTROL
CANLG-IN2

CDRV-LO / CDRV-HI

Glass Cockpit Carriage Position Controller
2-output 4-20mA unit

PAINT RATE CONTROL
CANLG-OUT2

Scale head for load cell inputCHS-112 BEAD SCALE

Air & road temp + humidity sensorCTH-512 SENSORAMBIENT TEMPERATURE MONITORING

CANLG-TC4 4 J-Type thermocouple inputs per unit

HD Video Overlay and Crosshair Generator
High-definition touchscreen monitor

HDVO-318 / DL-18
11” MONITOR
15” MONITOR

GLASS COCKPIT INTERFACE



Add multiple HDVO-318 Glass Cockpit displays to the 
vehicle so information can be shared amongst the crew. 

Take command of the carriage 
with lateral movement control 
and position memorization.

Control material temperatures and hydraulic/pneumatic 
pressures. The Glass Cockpit is capable of automatic 
material rate control based on demand.

Promote safer operations with a Skip-Line® Glass Cockpit 
near the vehicle driver. Upgrade to an Integrated Data 
Logging System for full-spec monitoring and reporting of 
material usage, temperatures, pressures, and more.

THE GLASS COCKPIT IS FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO WORK WITH ANY OPERATION



Track weather conditions and trends to make sure the rain doesn’t 
catch you off guard.

Combine the Weather Forecast 
with our ambient temp/humidity 
sensor to paint a precise picture 
of environmental conditions. 

WEATHER FORECAST

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

The Temperature Controller acts as a thermostat to regulate 
material and glycol heat system temperatures. The controller 

monitors thermocouple sensors for accurate temperature readings.

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

Control nearly any simple output or linear actuator with a variety of 
button widgets. Eliminate complicated wiring and busy consoles by 
utilizing the Glass Cockpit interface for peripheral vehicle functions.

LIGHTS, SIGNBOARDS, CAMERAS

The Bead Rate Controller automaticallyadjusts 
the bead tank pressure to increase or decrease 
bead delivery based on the target application 

rate and line surface area.

BEAD RATE CONTROLLER

The Paint Rate Controller automatically adjusts paint pressure to match the 
desired paint thickness (in mils). Utilizing Real-Time rates, it will adapt the 
hydraulic or pneumatic pressure exerted on the material system to match 
the target material application rate.

PAINT RATE CONTROLLER



OfficeJet 200
  Full Size Portable Printer
CPR-212 
  Paper Tape Printer

COPTO-HI
Digital Signal Inputs & Passthroughs

CANLG-TC
Thermocouple Temperature Monitoring

CHS-112
Bead Scale

CTH-512
Ambient Temperature Monitor

Ambient Temperature Monitor

CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED OEM FOR PRICING

AND MANY MORE!

CHOOSE FROM A VARIETY OF AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES 



CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED DISTRIBUTOR FOR PRICING

Skip-Line® products are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA


